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Hello Everyone,  
 
I hope you are all doing well and have been enjoying your Spring. Our first April at Boom + Batten has 
not been as we hoped but we are making the best of it. As I am sure you all know, the provincial health 
order was extended from April 19th to May 25th and as such, we have only been able to provide outdoor 
dining for our guests. In April we served 5,838 guests excluding our to-go orders and grab and go café 
patrons (down 37% from the previous month). With the travel restrictions currently in place, we saw a lot 
less out of towners which was to be expected. We had a nice stretch of weather in early April that really 
kicked off patio season and helped with sales and morale in the early part of the month.  
 
With the extension of the health order, 20 staff members remain on layoff. Hopefully the order will end 
on May 25th and we can get them all back to work. We are also pre-hiring for the increased volume we 
will see when we have our indoor seating back and are in full swing summer season. We want to be 
ready right out of the gate but of course this comes with some challenges. We have limited staff to train 
new employees, and we have no guarantees the order will end on the 25th. We are looking at doing 
group training for new team members like we did in the opening of Boom + Batten. So far, the hires we 
have made are willing and are being very flexible with their start dates. 
 
The condensed promenade patio menu Chef has released is going over well and our guests are super 
understanding that some of their favourite dishes will not be available until our seating capacity expands. 
We paused our Happy Hour program for a short period of time and guests have been excited to have it 
back. They are also enjoying Vincent’s new cocktail menu. Overall, our guests have expressed a lot of 
gratitude for us being here and a lot of sympathy for the restaurant industry; they want to be supportive. 
As such, the pop-up grocery and liquor stores inside have been steadily moving product and guests 
have been sitting outside in all kinds of weather! Raining, that’s okay! Hurricane winds, that’s okay too!  
The front of house staff has also been great about bundling up and working on the deck come whatever 
weather. We have, however, had some days that have been quite miserable where we have run with just 
to-go and café or have closed entirely.  
 
A new challenge we have been encountering this year is the seagulls in the area. They have been quite a 
nuisance and have been responsible for many missing ramekins and stolen food on the patio. To combat 
this problem, we have been working with an organization in Duncan called The Raptors who works to 
protect and foster education for birds of prey. We had them come down with hawks and handlers to 
patrol our patio and scare away the seagulls. It was a great success! In addition to scaring away the 
seagulls, the guests loved them. People were taking lots of photos and asking lots of questions, and best 
of all they were posting up on social media and telling their friends. We look forward to having them 
back this coming weekend, and we have been approached by a reporter who would like to do a small 
story on Boom + Batten and The Raptors for CTV.  
 
Hoping to see many of you soon and with any luck there will be no seagulls in sight! 
 
Jade Kennedy 
Restaurant Director 
 
 


